Abstract
Introduction
As macroeconomic conditions shift from steady low-volatility economic growth regimes to panicdriven high volatility regimes, the markets transition into advancing and declining trends which in common terminology is categorized as bull and bear markets. The regimes are characterized by varying mean, variance and correlation patterns of asset returns and are not clearly defined. Simple systematic trading models based on linear assumptions can give very good results in a specific market regime but as the behaviour pattern shifts the simple linear models crumble. To tackle this non-linearity and cyclicity, regime switching models have gained a lot of popularity in Financial modelling in recent times. One of the most popular models for this are the Markov Switching Autoregressive models. In the seminal work on Regime Switching Models (Hamilton, 2005) , Hamilton successfully introduced these models to forecast economic recessions and following him numerous researchers have demonstrated the use of Markov Switching models for regime shift detection in financial time series modelling.
Using the philosophy of a Markov Switching Auto Regressive model to predict market regime we adopt the Markov switching heteroscedasticity framework to decompose stock return into permanent and transitory components and predict the probability of two variance states in stock returns similar to the model presented in Mean Reversion in Stock Prices? (Myung Jig Kim, 1991) . This model gives us the smoothed probability of low and high variance states which when clubbed with the long-term triangular moving average regimes provides us strong segmentation of market regimes against which we can study the performance of various asset classes and stock market sectors and various trading techniques or alphas.
Adapting to different regimes adds a new dimension to the performance of investments and trading strategies. For example, in a bull market trend following and momentum strategies on the stock market are enormously attractive, while in the times of doom one wants to switch to shorting the market or moving to asset classes like fixed income and gold to outperform the market.
Our results find validation in the wisdom imparted by professional traders and portfolio managers who prefer stocks in bull markets and government securities or gold in bear markets and buy retracement in an advancing trend and sell resistances in a declining cycle while sticking to range bound trading in consolidation phases. We intend to engrain this wisdom in a systematic strategy using the Markov Switching models to build a robust dynamically adaptive trading system.
I. Markov Switching Auto Regressive Model
Modelling asset prices as an autoregressive time series, the current state of the series depends on the autoregressive component −1 , random shocks and a regime process .
Regimes are modelled through a discrete variable, ∈ {0,1,...,k}, tracking the particular regime inhabited by the process at a given point in time.
Although regimes could affect the entire distribution, regimes are often limited to affect the intercept , autocorrelation, , and volatility, , of the process:
The governing dynamics of the underlying regime, , are assumed to follow a homogenous first-order Markov chain, 
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This further leads to calculation of smoothed probabilities and expected durations. (Hamilton J. D., 2014) 
Regime Shift Model
Richard Wyckoff proposed a four-stage Market cycle based on the behaviour of smart investors in markets governed by supply and demand. Wyckoff trading cycles can provide a very good explanatory framework of market regimes and price movements (Wyckoff, 1931) The idea is that prices move between the phases of strong uptrend (advance), strong downtrend (decline) and range bound consolidation periods (accumulation and distribution) based on supply-demand dynamics and the movement of smart money.
We use a Two-Variance Markov Switching Model (Myung Jig Kim, 1991) which demonstrates estimation with regime heteroskedasticity (switching of variances) and no mean effect to classify the market into low variance and high variance regimes. We then superimpose a long term moving average regime to further classify the regimes into bearish and bullish regimes.
A triangular moving average (Zakamulin, 2015) which performs double smoothing of the stock prices (with 250 days period) is used. The triangular moving average is chosen over simple moving averages and exponential moving averages as the triangular moving average is double smoothed and thus would inhibit small horizon whipsaws.
A Keltner Channel (Keltner, 2010) based on a 20 days Average True Range (ATR) of stock prices on top of the moving average to only trigger a regime shift when the price moved away from the moving average by one ATR to avoid unnecessary whipsaws again.
Modelled Regimes
Modelling two variance regimes in the returns of the S& 500 Index (from 2000 to 2017) using the Markov Switching Autoregressive Model we obtain the following smoothed probabilities of high variance and low variance periods (Figure 1 ). Figure 3) . Using the combination of variance and moving average regimes, few small duration regimes were observed -which would cause whipsaws, thus Keltner channels based on 20 days Average True Range are further applied to confirm a regime shift.
Figure 1 Variance Regime Probabilities

Figure 3 Moving Average Regimes Visualized
We use a combination of the variance regimes and moving average regimes to get 4 distinct market regimes to study the strategy returns on (Figure 4) . The descriptive stats for the regime lengths are: To get a better picture of the price behaviour in the classified regimes, we plot the largest classified time periods in the four regimes ( Figure 6 ). It is very visible from the figure that the four classified regimes have very distinct price behaviours.
 Bearish + high variance regime has steadily declining prices.  Bullish + low variance regime has steadily increasing prices.  Bearish + low variance regime has prices which are range bound.  Bullish + high variance regime has increasing prices with higher variance.
It is quite intuitive to expect that different asset classes would have distinct patterns of returns in the given regimes and distinct trading styles would fit in to maximize trading returns in these distinct regimes.
Asset Class Behaviour 1
Asset pricing models like CAPM attribute market returns to be a big factor in determining asset prices. It is interesting to look at how asset prices react in different market conditions. (Don U.A.
Galagedera, 2005)
The asset classes whose returns we look at are - S&P 500 Index
The mean returns of these assets under various market regimes are - We can see here notably that the equity indices have positive returns during bullish regimes and fixed income and gold have positive returns during both regimes. Oil has an inconsistent behaviour.
Looking at the correlation pattern of returns in the different regimes, we see that the correlations between asset classes are higher in the high variance regimes.
Figure 8 Correlation between asset returns
Market Beta also varies with varying market regimes (Roland Shami, 2009 ) and the effect of this phenomenon on the prices of various market sector indices can be observed (Figure 9 ). We can see that the low beta sectors like Energy, Utilities, Consumer Staples and Consumer Discretionary sectors outperform the index during bearish regimes while high beta sectors like Bank and IT outperform during bullish regimes. (Roland Shami, 2009) Looking at the correlation patterns again we see that the correlations are higher in the high variance regimes than the low variance regimes. 
Trading Strategies -Alphas
Our market regimes loosely fit into the Wyckoff framework as -
As the behaviour of the price trend and variance is very typical in each of these regimes, we can fit very specific strategies to get good risk adjusted returns in each of the regimes. For which purpose we study a set of technical signals and their behaviour in different regimes.
I. Trading Signal Analysis
We look at the following technical signals for our strategies - The price trend after the chosen technical signal occurs is studied here till 30 days or regime change. Based on these trends, trading strategies are suggested. Figure 11 Bollinger Bands Analysis  Upper Bollinger Band Crossover → go long in bearish low variance and bullish low variance regimes.  Upper Bollinger Band Crossover → go long in bullish high variance regime.  Upper Bollinger Band Crossover → go short for bearish high variance regime.  Lower Bollinger Band Crossover → go long in bearish low variance and bullish low variance regimes.  Lower Bollinger Band Crossover → go short for bearish high variance. 
A. Bollinger Bands
B. Fibonacci Crossover
D. RSI Crossover
Figure 14 RSI Signal Analysis
 RSI 60 crossover → go long in bearish and bullish low variance regimes  RSI 30 crossover → go long in bearish and bullish low variance regimes.  RSI 30 crossover → go short in bearish high variance regime.  RSI 70 crossover → go short in bearish and bullish high and bearish low variance regimes.  RSI 30 crossover → go long in bearish and bullish low and bullish high variance regimes.  RSI 30 crossover → go short in bearish high variance regimes.
II. Tailored Trading Strategies
Using these signals, the trading strategy for each regime can be defined. The exact signals from the above analysis were not used. Some trial was done to get the best fit in each regime based on above analysis.
A. ADVANCE
Figure 15 Representative Price Movement in Advance Regime
As evidenced by the representative chart for the regime the strategy for trading here is - Figure 24 Back test results adaptive backtest
III. DECLINE
Figure 23 Performance of Alphas in Different Regimes
We can see that the alphas perform well in the regimes they are tailored for. The decline and distribution alphas outperform during bearish regimes while the advance and accumulation alphas outperform in bullish regimes. The accumulation alpha is more suited for the high variance regime than the advance alpha.
The bullish alphas have higher returns and Sharpe ratios as most of days in the given time were bullish.
Dynamically Adaptive Strategy
We combine the four alphas such that the strategy switches to the participation methodology of the given regime based on regime type.
To avoid whipsaws, when switching to a bullish regime the trades are switched only when the market moves 1% in the bullish side and in the bearish regime when the market moved 5% in the bearish side. We can see that the dynamically adaptive back test has outperformed the other back tests drastically in terms of returns with the final strategy giving a CAGR of 12.5% with Sharpe of 68.6% while the best single strategy gave CAGR of 6.57% with Sharpe of 29%. Not only are the absolute returns and risk adjusted return stats are better for the final back test, the critical risk parameters like maximum drawdown and lake ratio are lower compared to the other back tests. The strategy also gives competitive returns in all regimes. 
CONCLUSION
We firmly establish the importance of regime shifts models in building a systematic strategy that is tailored for all seasons. The regime shift model builds on the simple maths of the autoregressive models for time series prediction and adds a regime change component based on Markov models and when clubbed with Moving Average Regimes gives a stable model which leads to stable clearly demarcated and intuitive regimes. With this clear picture of explicit regimes in the market, the importance of adaptation of asset choices and trading styles comes out intuitively. If the returns followed one simple regime it would be very simple to model them and extract the best returns out of them, but the market changes phases, wherefore to build a dynamically adaptive alpha that can perform well in any given time, it is important to understand the dynamics of regime changes in the markets. With this new dimension added to the understanding of market patterns a systematic trading strategy can drastically enhance its risk adjusted performance, as is demonstrated in this study. We here studied a narrow subset of trading signals and asset class dynamics to evaluate the building blocks of dynamically adaptive trading system and still found very dramatic enhancements in the trading system performance. Traders come up with enhanced alphas based on novel signals, data sources, machine learning algorithms and participation rates to beat the market consistently, adding this dimension of regime adaptability can enhance the performance of the trading systems to yet another level and add stability and robustness to any trading system performance.
